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Summary Information
Repository: Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History
Title: Lumberman's Life Series
ID: MF012
Date [inclusive]: 1969-1990
Physical
Description:
54 items 
Language of the
Material:
English .
Material Specific
Details:
Audio files are the primary source material. Transcriptions are
the transcriber's best effort to convert audio to text, but should
be considered secondary to the audio.
Preferred Citation
Interviewee last name, interviewee first name. Year. NA[unique series identification
number], MF012, NAFOH. Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Scope and Contents
Interviews that focus on lumbering, woods work, and river drives that are not associated with
specific projects.
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Administrative Information
Publication Statement
Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History
5729 Raymond H. Fogler Library
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04469-5729
URL: http://libguides.library.umaine.edu/c.php?g=718650
Conditions Governing Access
For digitized items free from access restrictions, we are working to upload this material
(pdfs, mp3s, jpgs) for public access, but it is an ongoing project. If you don't find what you
are looking for here, contact Special Collections (um.library.spc@maine.edu).
Conditions Governing Use
Rights assessment remains the responsibility of the researcher. Known restrictions on
material na0580.
Existence and Location of Originals
Located at the American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress: AFC 2012/047 https://
lccn.loc.gov/2013655211.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Controlled Access Headings
• Oral histories
• Folklore
• Maine -- History
• Lumbering -- Maine
• Log driving -- Maine
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Collection Inventory
Collection Summary
Title/Description Instances
MF 012, collection summary, 2018
Digital Object: MF 012, collection summary: 2018
Language of the Material: English.
Text MF012
^ Return to Table of Contents
Charles W. Joy, Martha Davis, Maude Goggins, Frieda Hillgrove, Edward
Murphy, and William Silsby, interviewed by William Joy
Title/Description Instances
NA 0545, transcript, January 21, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0545, transcript: January 21, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0545
NA 0545, audio, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0545, audio: 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0545
^ Return to Table of Contents
Mrs. James (Estelle) Shea, interviewed by David Currier
Language of the Material: English.
Title/Description Instances
NA 0552, transcript, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0552, transcript: 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0552
^ Return to Table of Contents
Grover Cleveland Field, Clyde Willard, Lester Cole, and Raymond
Olmstead, interviewed by Dorothy Bodwell
Title/Description Instances
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NA 0561, transcript, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0561, transcript: 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
NA 0561, photograph, p01067, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01067: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
NA 0561, photograph, p01068, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01068: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
NA 0561, photograph, p01069, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01069: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
NA 0561, photograph, p01070, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01070: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
NA 0561, photograph, p01071, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01071: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
NA 0561, photograph, p01072, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01072: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
NA 0561, photograph, p01073, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01073: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
NA 0561, photograph, p01074, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01074: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
NA 0561, photograph, p01075, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01075: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
NA 0561, photograph, p01076, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01076: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
NA 0561, photograph, p01077, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01077: undated
Audio NA
0561
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0561, photograph, p01078, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01078: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
NA 0561, photograph, p01079, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01079: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
NA 0561, photograph, p01080, undated
Digital Object: NA 0561, photograph, p01080: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0561
^ Return to Table of Contents
Harry Harold Dyer, interviewed by Jeanne Milton
Title/Description Instances
NA 0568, transcript, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0568, transcript: 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0568
NA 0568, audio, April 1, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0568, audio: April 1, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0568
^ Return to Table of Contents
Volney Roberts and Lee Roberts, interviewed by Linda Hubbard
Title/Description Instances
NA 0571, transcript, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0571, transcript: 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0571
NA 0571, audio, part 1, March 31, 1970 - April 14, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0571, audio, part 1: March 31, 1970 -
April 14, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0571
NA 0571, audio, part 2, March 31, 1970 - April 14, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0571, audio, part 2: March 31, 1970 -
April 14, 1970
Audio NA
0571
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0571, audio, part 3, March 31, 1970 - April 14, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0571, audio, part 3: March 31, 1970 -
April 14, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0571
^ Return to Table of Contents
Asa Flagg, interviewed by Rhoda Mitchell
Title/Description Instances
NA 0575, transcript, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0575, transcript: 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0575
NA 0575, audio, part 1, October 31, 1970-November 18, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0575, audio, part 1: October 31, 1970-
November 18, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0575
NA 0575, audio, part 2, October 31, 1970-November 18, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0575, audio, part 2: October 31, 1970-
November 18, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0575
^ Return to Table of Contents
Carroll C. Noyes, interviewed by Lynn MacFarland
Title/Description Instances
NA 0577, transcript, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0577, transcript: 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0577
NA 0577, audio, part 1, October 31, 1970-November 18, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0577, audio, part 1: October 31, 1970-
November 18, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0577
NA 0577, audio, part 2, October 31, 1970-November 18, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0577, audio, part 2: October 31, 1970-
November 18, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0577
NA 0577, photograph, p00776, undated
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Digital Object: NA 0577, photograph, p00776: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0577
NA 0577, photograph, p00777, undated
Digital Object: NA 0577, photograph, p00777: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0577
NA 0577, photograph, p00778, undated
Digital Object: NA 0577, photograph, p00778: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0577
NA 0577, photograph, p00779, undated
Digital Object: NA 0577, photograph, p00779: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0577
NA 0577, photograph, p00780, undated
Digital Object: NA 0577, photograph, p00780: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0577
NA 0577, photograph, p00781, undated
Digital Object: NA 0577, photograph, p00781: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0577
NA 0577, photograph, p00782, undated
Digital Object: NA 0577, photograph, p00782: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0577
NA 0577, photograph, p00783, undated
Digital Object: NA 0577, photograph, p00783: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0577
NA 0577, photograph, p00784, undated
Digital Object: NA 0577, photograph, p00784: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0577
^ Return to Table of Contents
Dan Murray, interviewed by Susan McVetty
Title/Description Instances
NA 0578, text, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0578, text: 1970
Audio NA
0578
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Language of the Material: English.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Ernest Kennedy, interviewed by Lillian Shirley
Title/Description Instances
NA 0579, transcript, May 18, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0579, transcript: May 18, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0579
NA 0579, audio, part 1, March 15, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0579, audio, part 1: March 15, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0579
NA 0579, audio, part 2, March 15, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0579, audio, part 2: March 15, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0579
NA 0579, photograph, p01017, August 8, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0579, photograph, p01017: August 8,
1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0579
NA 0579, photograph, p01018, August 8, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0579, photograph, p01018: August 8,
1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0579
NA 0579, photograph, p01019, August 8, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0579, photograph, p01019: August 8,
1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0579
NA 0579, photograph, p01020, August 8, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0579, photograph, p01020: August 8,
1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0579
^ Return to Table of Contents
Harry Harold Dyer, interviewed by Jeanne Milton
Title/Description Instances
NA 0581, transcript, 1970
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Digital Object: NA 0581, transcript: 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0581
NA 0581, audio, part 1, October 16, 1970-November 25, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0581, audio, part 1: October 16, 1970-
November 25, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0581
NA 0581, audio, part 2, October 16, 1970-November 25, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0581, audio, part 2: October 16, 1970-
November 25, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0581
NA 0581, audio, part 3, October 16, 1970-November 25, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0581, audio, part 3: October 16, 1970-
November 25, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0581
NA 0581, photograph, p01014, August 1970
Digital Object: NA 0581, photograph, p01014: August 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0581
NA 0581, photograph, p01015, November 1970
Digital Object: NA 0581, photograph, p01015: November
1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0581
NA 0581, photograph, p01016, November 1970
Digital Object: NA 0581, photograph, p01016: November
1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0581
^ Return to Table of Contents
Manuscript, by Clyde Dickinson
Title/Description Instances
NA 0593, manuscript, March 1971
Digital Object: NA 0593, manuscript: March 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Text NA
0593
^ Return to Table of Contents
John Sharpe, interviewed by Lillian Shirley
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Title/Description Instances
NA 0621, transcript, October 26, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0621, transcript: October 26, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0621
NA 0621, audio, part 1, October 26, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0621, audio, part 1: October 26, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0621
NA 0621, audio, part 2, October 26, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0621, audio, part 2: October 26, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0621
NA 0621, audio, part 3, October 26, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0621, audio, part 3: October 26, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0621
NA 0621, audio, part 4, October 26, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0621, audio, part 4: October 26, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0621
^ Return to Table of Contents
Roland Snowman and Russell Nutting, interviewed by Lynn MacFarland
Title/Description Instances
NA 0626, transcript, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0626, transcript: 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0626
NA 0626. audio, part 1, February 12, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0626. audio, part 1: February 12, 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0626
NA 0626. audio, part 2, February 12, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0626. audio, part 2: February 12, 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0626
^ Return to Table of Contents
Edith J. Sanders, Fred E. Johnston, Alvin Pickett, and Anonymous,
interviewed by Paul Gauvin
Title/Description Instances
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NA 0639, transcript, July 21, 1971-August 23, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0639, transcript: July 21, 1971-August 23,
1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0639
^ Return to Table of Contents
Andrew Chase, interviewed by Linda Edgerly
Title/Description Instances
NA 0697, transcript, December 1971
Digital Object: NA 0697, transcript: December 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0697
NA 0697, audio, part 1, October 25, 1971-December 6, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0697, audio, part 1: October 25, 1971-
December 6, 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0697
NA 0697, audio, part 2, October 25, 1971-December 6, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0697, audio, part 2: October 25, 1971-
December 6, 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0697
NA 0697, audio, part 3, October 25, 1971-December 6, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0697, audio, part 3: October 25, 1971-
December 6, 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0697
^ Return to Table of Contents
Frank Carey, interviewed by Rita Swidrowski
Title/Description Instances
NA 0698, transcript, December 1971
Digital Object: NA 0698, transcript: December 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0698
NA 0698, audio, part 1, October 19, 1971-November 16, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0698, audio, part 1: October 19, 1971-
November 16, 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0698
NA 0698, audio, part 2, October 19, 1971-November 16, 1971 Audio NA
0698
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Digital Object: NA 0698, audio, part 2: October 19, 1971-
November 16, 1971
Language of the Material: English.
NA 0698, audio, part 3, October 19, 1971-November 16, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0698, audio, part 3: October 19, 1971-
November 16, 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0698
NA 0698, audio, part 4, October 19, 1971-November 16, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0698, audio, part 4: October 19, 1971-
November 16, 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0698
NA 0698, audio, part 5, October 19, 1971-November 16, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0698, audio, part 5: October 19, 1971-
November 16, 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0698
^ Return to Table of Contents
Frederick "Burkie" Burke, interviewed by Norma Coates
Title/Description Instances
NA 0702, transcript, December 1971
Digital Object: NA 0702, transcript: December 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0702
NA 0702, audio, part 1, October 13, 1971-December 3, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0702, audio, part 1: October 13, 1971-
December 3, 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0702
NA 0702, audio, part 2, October 13, 1971-December 3, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0702, audio, part 2: October 13, 1971-
December 3, 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0702
NA 0702, audio, part 3, October 13, 1971-December 3, 1971
Digital Object: NA 0702, audio, part 3: October 13, 1971-
December 3, 1971
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0702
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Harold Tague and Kenneth Packard, interviewed by Jill Allen
Title/Description Instances
NA 0704, transcript, October 1, 1971-January 16, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0704, transcript: October 1, 1971-
January 16, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0704
^ Return to Table of Contents
Harold Stuart, interviewed by Florence Ireland
Title/Description Instances
NA 0706, transcript, July 15, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0706, transcript: July 15, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0706
^ Return to Table of Contents
William Hudson, interviewed by Florence Ireland
Title/Description Instances
NA 0707, transcript, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0707, transcript: 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0707
NA 0707, audio, part 1, July 15, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0707, audio, part 1: July 15, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0707
NA 0707, audio, part 2, July 15, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0707, audio, part 2: July 15, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0707
^ Return to Table of Contents
Alfred "Barney" Bernard, Sr., interviewed by Jayne Lello
Title/Description Instances
NA 0716, transcript, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0716, transcript: 1972
Audio NA
0716
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0716, audio, part 1, October 6, 1972-December 13, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0716, audio, part 1: October 6, 1972-
December 13, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0716
NA 0716, audio, part 2, October 6, 1972-December 13, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0716, audio, part 2: October 6, 1972-
December 13, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0716
NA 0716, audio, part 3, October 6, 1972-December 13, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0716, audio, part 3: October 6, 1972-
December 13, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0716
NA 0716, audio, part 4, October 6, 1972-December 13, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0716, audio, part 4: October 6, 1972-
December 13, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0716
NA 0716, audio, part 5, October 6, 1972-December 13, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0716, audio, part 5: October 6, 1972-
December 13, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0716
NA 0716, audio, part 6, October 6, 1972-December 13, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0716, audio, part 6: October 6, 1972-
December 13, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0716
NA 0716, audio, part 7, October 6, 1972-December 13, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0716, audio, part 7: October 6, 1972-
December 13, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0716
NA 0716, audio, part 8, October 6, 1972-December 13, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0716, audio, part 8: October 6, 1972-
December 13, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0716
NA 0716, audio, part 9, October 6, 1972-December 13, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0716, audio, part 9: October 6, 1972-
December 13, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0716
NA 0716, audio, part 10, October 6, 1972-December 13, 1972 Audio NA
0716
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Digital Object: NA 0716, audio, part 10: October 6, 1972-
December 13, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
NA 0716, audio, part 11, October 6, 1972-December 13, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0716, audio, part 11: October 6, 1972-
December 13, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0716
NA 0716, audio, part 12, October 6, 1972-December 13, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0716, audio, part 12: October 6, 1972-
December 13, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0716
NA 0716, audio, part 13, October 6, 1972-December 13, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0716, audio, part 13: October 6, 1972-
December 13, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0716
^ Return to Table of Contents
Ralph Thornton, interviewed by Wayne Bean
Title/Description Instances
NA 0717, transcript, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, transcript: 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 1, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 1: September 22, 1972-
December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 2, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 2: September 22, 1972-
December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 3, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 3: September 22, 1972-
December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 4, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Audio NA
0717
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Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 4: September 22, 1972-
December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
NA 0717, audio, part 5, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 5: September 22, 1972-
December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 6, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 6: September 22, 1972-
December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 7, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 7: September 22, 1972-
December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 8, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 8: September 22, 1972-
December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 9, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 9: September 22, 1972-
December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 10, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 10: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 11, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 11: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 12, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 12: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Audio NA
0717
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0717, audio, part 13, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 13: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 14, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 14: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 15, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 15: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 16, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 16: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 17, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 17: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 18, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 18: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 19, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 19: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 20, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 20: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Audio NA
0717
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0717, audio, part 21, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 21: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 22, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 22: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 23, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 23: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 24, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 24: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 25, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 25: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 26, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 26: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 27, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 27: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 28, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 28: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Audio NA
0717
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0717, audio, part 29, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 29: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 30, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 30: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 31, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 31: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 32, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 32: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 33, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 33: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 34, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 34: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 35, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 35: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 36, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 36: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Audio NA
0717
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0717, audio, part 37, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 37: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 38, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 38: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 39, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 39: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 40, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 40: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 41, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 41: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 42, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 42: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 43, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 43: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 44, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 44: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Audio NA
0717
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0717, audio, part 45, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 45: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 46, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 46: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 47, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 47: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 48, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 48: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 49, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 49: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 50, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 50: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 51, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 51: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 52, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 52: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Audio NA
0717
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0717, audio, part 53, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 53: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 54, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 54: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 55, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 55: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, audio, part 56, September 22, 1972-December 9,
1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, audio, part 56: September 22,
1972-December 9, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p00447, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p00447: 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Ralph A. Thornton (1885-1977)
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p00448, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p00448: 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Ralph A. Thornton (1885-1977)
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p00449, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p00449: 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Ralph A. Thornton (1885-1977)
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01812, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01812: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photograph of a
logging crew with horses.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01813, undated
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Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01813: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photograph of bunks in
a logging camp.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01814, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01814: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated sepia photograph of a woods crew
including several teams of horses.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01815, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01815: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Ralph A. Thornton (1885-1977)
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01816, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01816: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Ralph Thornton as a teenage boy.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01817, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01817: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated sepia photograph of unidentified man,
possibly Ralph Thornton, with snowshoes.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01818, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01818: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated sepia photograph of men, women, and
children posing with a car.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01819, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01819: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photo of a two horse
hitch and wagon.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01820, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01820: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
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Abstract: Undated black and white photo of two women
and a man posing with a white horse.
NA 0717, photograph, p01821, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01821: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photo of couple with a
baby.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01822, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01822: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photo of an elderly
man with a cane.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01823, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01823: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photo of a Northeast
Folklore bulletin board.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01824, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01824: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photo of a Northeast
Folklore bulletin board.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01825, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01825: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photo of a Northeast
Folklore bulletin board.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01826, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01826: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photo of a Northeast
Folklore bulletin board.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01827, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01827: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photo of a Northeast
Folklore bulletin board.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01828, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01828: undated
Audio NA
0717
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Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photo of a Northeast
Folklore bulletin board.
NA 0717, photograph, p01829, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01829: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white portrait of Fannie M.
(Hamilton) Thornton (1891-1969) in nurse uniform.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01830, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01830: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photograph of Fannie
(Hamilton) Thornton (1891-1969) and Ralph Thornton
(1885-1977).
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01831, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01831: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photograph of Fannie
(Hamilton) Thornton (1891-1969) and Ralph Thornton
(1885-1977).
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01832, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01832: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01833, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01833: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated black and white photograph of Ralph
Thornton with a young man in uniform.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01834, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01834: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01835, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01835: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01836, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01836: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01837, undated
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Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01837: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01838, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01838: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Undated sepia tone photograph of Augusta State
Hospital.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01839, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01839: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01840, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01840: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01841, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01841: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01842, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01842: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01843, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01843: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01844, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01844: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01845, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01845: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01846, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01846: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0717
NA 0717, photograph, p01847, undated
Digital Object: NA 0717, photograph, p01847: undated
Audio NA
0717
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Language of the Material: English.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Emile Leavitt, interviewed by Sarah Burbank
Language of the Material: English.
Title/Description Instances
NA 0718, transcript, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0718, transcript: 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0718
NA 0718, audio, part 1, October 18, 1972-December 6, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0718, audio, part 1: October 18, 1972-
December 6, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0718
NA 0718, audio, part 2, October 18, 1972-December 6, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0718, audio, part 2: October 18, 1972-
December 6, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0718
NA 0718, audio, part 3, October 18, 1972-December 6, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0718, audio, part 3: October 18, 1972-
December 6, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0718
NA 0718, audio, part 4, October 18, 1972-December 6, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0718, audio, part 4: October 18, 1972-
December 6, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0718
NA 0718, audio, part 5, October 18, 1972-December 6, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0718, audio, part 5: October 18, 1972-
December 6, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0718
NA 0718, audio, part 6, October 18, 1972-December 6, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0718, audio, part 6: October 18, 1972-
December 6, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0718
NA 0718, audio, part 7, October 18, 1972-December 6, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0718, audio, part 7: October 18, 1972-
December 6, 1972
Audio NA
0718
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0718, audio, part 8, October 18, 1972-December 6, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0718, audio, part 8: October 18, 1972-
December 6, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0718
NA 0718, audio, part 9, October 18, 1972-December 6, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0718, audio, part 9: October 18, 1972-
December 6, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0718
NA 0718, audio, part 10, October 18, 1972-December 6, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0718, audio, part 10: October 18, 1972-
December 6, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0718
^ Return to Table of Contents
Victor "Vic" Bushey, interviewed by Sue Dauphinee
Language of the Material: English.
Title/Description Instances
NA 0719, transcript, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0719, transcript: 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0719
NA 0719, audio, part 1, October 12, 1972-December 10, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0719, audio, part 1: October 12, 1972-
December 10, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0719
NA 0719, audio, part 2, October 12, 1972-December 10, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0719, audio, part 2: October 12, 1972-
December 10, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0718
NA 0719, audio, part 3, October 12, 1972-December 10, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0719, audio, part 3: October 12, 1972-
December 10, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0719
NA 0719, audio, part 4, October 12, 1972-December 10, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0719, audio, part 4: October 12, 1972-
December 10, 1972
Audio NA
0719
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0719, audio, part 5, October 12, 1972-December 10, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0719, audio, part 5: October 12, 1972-
December 10, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0718
^ Return to Table of Contents
Benjamin Cole, interviewed by Larry Gallant
Language of the Material: English.
Title/Description Instances
NA 0720, transcript, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0720, transcript: 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, audio, part 1, October 29, 1972-November 29, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0720, audio, part 1: October 29, 1972-
November 29, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, audio, part 2, October 29, 1972-November 29, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0720, audio, part 2: October 29, 1972-
November 29, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, audio, part 3, October 29, 1972-November 29, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0720, audio, part 3: October 29, 1972-
November 29, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, audio, part 4, October 29, 1972-November 29, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0720, audio, part 4: October 29, 1972-
November 29, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, audio, part 5, October 29, 1972-November 29, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0720, audio, part 5: October 29, 1972-
November 29, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, audio, part 6, October 29, 1972-November 29, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0720, audio, part 6: October 29, 1972-
November 29, 1972
Audio NA
0720
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0720, audio, part 7, October 29, 1972-November 29, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0720, audio, part 7: October 29, 1972-
November 29, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, photograph, p00380, undated
Digital Object: NA 0720, photograph, p00380: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, photograph, p00381, undated
Digital Object: NA 0720, photograph, p00381: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, photograph, p00382, undated
Digital Object: NA 0720, photograph, p00382: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, photograph, p00383, undated
Digital Object: NA 0720, photograph, p00383: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, photograph, p00384, undated
Digital Object: NA 0720, photograph, p00384: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, photograph, p00385, undated
Digital Object: NA 0720, photograph, p00385: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, photograph, p00386, undated
Digital Object: NA 0720, photograph, p00386: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
NA 0720, photograph, p00387, undated
Digital Object: NA 0720, photograph, p00387: undated
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0720
^ Return to Table of Contents
John Colbath, interviewed by Beth Hartman
Title/Description Instances
NA 0721, transcript, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0721, transcript: 1973
Audio NA
0721
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0721, audio, part 1, October 15, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0721, audio, part 1: October 15, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0721
NA 0721, audio, part 2, October 15, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0721, audio, part 2: October 15, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0721
NA 0721, audio, part 3, November 5, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0721, audio, part 3: November 5, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0721
NA 0721, audio, part 4, November 5, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0721, audio, part 4: November 5, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0721
NA 0721, audio, part 5, November 5, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0721, audio, part 5: November 5, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0721
NA 0721, audio, part 6, November 5, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0721, audio, part 6: November 5, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0721
NA 0721, audio, part 7, January 2, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0721, audio, part 7: January 2, 1973
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0721
^ Return to Table of Contents
Guy Kershner, interviewed by Scott MacDonald
Title/Description Instances
NA 0722, transcript, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0722, transcript: 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0722
NA 0722, audio, part 1, September 30, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0722, audio, part 1: September 30, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0722
NA 0722, audio, part 2, September 30, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0722, audio, part 2: September 30, 1972
Audio NA
0722
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0722, audio, part 3, November 7, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0722, audio, part 3: November 7, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0722
NA 0722, audio, part 4, November 7, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0722, audio, part 4: November 7, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0722
NA 0722, audio, part 5, December 8, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0722, audio, part 5: December 8, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0722
NA 0722, audio, part 6, December 8, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0722, audio, part 6: December 8, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0722
NA 0722, audio, part 7, December 19, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0722, audio, part 7: December 19, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0722
NA 0722, photograph, p00392, 1900-1930
Digital Object: NA 0722, photograph, p00392: 1900 - 1930
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Men playing checkers with crew looking on. Guy
Kershner on upper right, age 19. Negative in Oversized
File #4
Audio NA
0722
NA 0722, photograph, p00393, 1900-1930
Digital Object: NA 0722, photograph, p00393: 1900 - 1930
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Men sitting around set table. Clothes hung
overhead to dry. Guy Kershner in back, second from left.
Audio NA
0722
^ Return to Table of Contents
William Briggs, interviewed by Lynn Ohlhorst
Title/Description Instances
NA 0723, transcript, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0723, transcript: 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0723
NA 0723, audio, part 1, October 19, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0723, audio, part 1: October 19, 1972
Audio NA
0723
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0723, audio, part 2, October 19, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0723, audio, part 2: October 19, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0723
NA 0723, audio, part 3, October 28, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0723, audio, part 3: October 28, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0723
NA 0723, audio, part 4, October 28, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0723, audio, part 4: October 28, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0723
NA 0723, audio, part 5, December 3, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0723, audio, part 5: December 3, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0723
NA 0723, audio, part 6, December 3, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0723, audio, part 6: December 3, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0723
NA 0723, audio, part 7, December 17, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0723, audio, part 7: December 17, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0723
^ Return to Table of Contents
Dan McCrae and Ed Oliver, interviewed by John Peck
Title/Description Instances
NA 0724, transcript, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0724, transcript: 1973
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0724
NA 0724, audio, part 1, October 19, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0724, audio, part 1: October 19, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0724
NA 0724, audio, part 2, October 19, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0724, audio, part 2: October 19, 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0724
NA 0724, audio, part 3, November 28, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0724, audio, part 3: November 28, 1972
Audio NA
0724
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Language of the Material: English.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Grover Swett, interviewed by Florence Ireland
Title/Description Instances
NA 0738, transcript, 1972
Digital Object: NA 0738, transcript: 1972
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0738
NA 0738, audio, August 21, 1970
Digital Object: NA 0738, audio: August 21, 1970
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0738
^ Return to Table of Contents
Walter E. Scott, interviewed by Ralph Cook
Title/Description Instances
NA 0791, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0791, transcript: 1974
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0791
NA 0791, audio, part 1, November 5, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0791, audio, part 1: November 5, 1973
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0791
NA 0791, audio, part 2, November 5, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0791, audio, part 2: November 5, 1973
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0791
NA 0791, audio, part 3, November 5, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0791, audio, part 3: November 5, 1973
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0791
NA 0791, audio, part 4, December 5, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0791, audio, part 4: December 5, 1973
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0791
NA 0791, audio, part 5, December 5, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0791, audio, part 5: December 5, 1973
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0791
NA 0791, audio, part 6, December 5, 1973
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Digital Object: NA 0791, audio, part 6: December 5, 1973
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0791
NA 0791, audio, part 7, December 5, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0791, audio, part 7: December 5, 1973
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0791
NA 0791, audio, part 8, December 12, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0791, audio, part 8: December 12, 1973
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0791
NA 0791, audio, part 9, March 27, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0791, audio, part 9: March 27, 1974
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0791
NA 0791, audio, part 10, March 27, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0791, audio, part 10: March 27, 1974
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0791
NA 0791, photograph, p00488, circa 1904
Digital Object: NA 0791, photograph, p00488: circa 1904
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Black and white photograph of the lunchground
at the North Lincoln sorting gap, circa 1904
Audio NA
0791
NA 0791, photograph, p00504, circa 1904
Digital Object: NA 0791, photograph, p00504: circa 1904
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Black and white group photo taken at the
lunchground at the North Lincoln sorting gap, circa
1904. Walter Scott, approximately 12 years old, is the
fourth person from the left of the photograph. Other men
appearing in the photograph include Milt Knight, Joe
Sites, Andrew Fleming, Randall Scott, Bill Pelky, George
Swazey, Allen Fogg, Bill Smith, Dave Smith, Fred Welch,
Murchison, Lon Crocker, Percy Haines, Cleve Clukey, and
Thad Fleming. See transcript and NA 0791, audio, part 1
for details.
Audio NA
0791
^ Return to Table of Contents
Lester Twist, interviewed by Ralph Cook
Title/Description Instances
NA 0797, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0797, transcript: 1974
Audio NA
0797
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0797, audio, December 7, 1973
Digital Object: NA 0797, audio: December 7, 1973
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0797
^ Return to Table of Contents
Leo N. Poirier, interviewed by Bobbie Violette
Title/Description Instances
NA 0800, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0800, transcript: 1974
Language of the Material: .
Audio NA
0800
NA 0800, audio, part 1, February 20, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0800, audio, part 1: February 20, 1974
Language of the Material: .
General
Audio contains both English and French.
Audio NA
0800
NA 0800, audio, part 2, February 20, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0800, audio, part 2: February 20, 1974
Language of the Material: .
General
Audio contains both French and English.
Audio NA
0800
NA 0800, audio, part 3, February 23, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0800, audio, part 3: February 23, 1974
Language of the Material: .
General
Audio is in French and English.
Audio NA
0800
^ Return to Table of Contents
Willard Jalbert, interviewed by Peggy Madore
Title/Description Instances
NA 0801, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0801, transcript: 1974
Audio NA
0801
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 0801, audio, part 1, February 19, 1974
NA 0801, audio, part 1: February 19, 1974
Language of the Material: .
Audio NA
0801
^ Return to Table of Contents
NA 0801, audio, part 2, February 21, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0801, audio, part 2: February 21, 1974
Language of the Material: .
Audio NA
0801
NA 0801, audio, part 3, February 21, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0801, audio, part 3: February 21, 1974
Language of the Material: .
Audio NA
0801
^ Return to Table of Contents
Maxine Michaud, interviewed by Maxine D. Michaud
Title/Description Instances
NA 0803, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0803, transcript: 1974
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
0803
NA 0803, audio, part 1, February 18, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0803, audio, part 1: February 18, 1974
Language of the Material: .
Audio NA
0803
NA 0803, audio, part 2, February 18, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0803, audio, part 2: February 18, 1974
Language of the Material: .
Audio NA
0803
NA 0803, audio, part 3, February 19, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0803, audio, part 3: February 19, 1974
Language of the Material: .
Audio NA
0803
NA 0803, audio, part 4, February 19, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0803, audio, part 4: February 19, 1974
Language of the Material: .
Audio NA
0803
NA 0803, audio, part 5, February 22, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0803, audio, part 5: February 22, 1974
Audio NA
0803
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Language of the Material: .
^ Return to Table of Contents
Armand Dumond, interviewed by Peggy Madore
Title/Description Instances
NA 0837, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0837, transcript: 1974
Language of the Material: .
Audio NA
0837
NA 0837, audio, September 2, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0837, audio: September 2, 1974
Language of the Material: .
Audio NA
0837
^ Return to Table of Contents
Leon St. Jean, interviewed by Bobbie Violette
Title/Description Instances
NA 0838, transcript, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0838, transcript: 1974
Language of the Material: .
Audio NA
0838
NA 0838, audio, September 1, 1974
Digital Object: NA 0838, audio: September 1, 1974
Language of the Material: .
Audio NA
0838
^ Return to Table of Contents
George Bagley, interviewed by Ronald Bean
Title/Description Instances
NA 1077, transcript, 1976
Digital Object: NA 1077, transcript: 1976
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1077
NA 1077, audio, part 1, July 15, 1976
Digital Object: NA 1077, audio, part 1: July 15, 1976
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1077
NA 1077, audio, part 2, July 15, 1976
Digital Object: NA 1077, audio, part 2: July 15, 1976
Audio NA
1077
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 1077, audio, part 3, July 21, 1976
Digital Object: NA 1077, audio, part 3: July 21, 1976
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1077
NA 1077, audio, part 4, July 21, 1976
Digital Object: NA 1077, audio, part 4: July 21, 1976
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1077
NA 1077, audio, part 5, July 22, 1976
Digital Object: NA 1077, audio, part 5: July 22, 1976
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1077
^ Return to Table of Contents
Thomas Hurd, interviewed by Bessie Dam
Title/Description Instances
NA 1083, transcript, 1975
Digital Object: NA 1083, transcript: 1975
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1083
NA 1083, audio, April 27, 1975
Digital Object: NA 1083, audio: April 27, 1975
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1083
^ Return to Table of Contents
Vernon Annis, interviewed by Marilyn Maffucci
Title/Description Instances
NA 1102, transcript, 1976
Digital Object: NA 1102, transcript: 1976
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1102
^ Return to Table of Contents
Walter Scott, interviewed by Christine Gordon
Title/Description Instances
NA 1104, transcript, 1976
Digital Object: NA 1104, transcript: 1976
Audio NA
1104
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 1104, audio, part 1, August 12, 1976
Digital Object: NA 1104, audio, part 1: August 12, 1976
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1104
NA 1104, audio, part 2, August 12, 1976
Digital Object: NA 1104, audio, part 2: August 12, 1976
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1104
^ Return to Table of Contents
Thomas Skolfield, interviewed by Peter McKenna
Title/Description Instances
NA 1108, transcript, 1975
Digital Object: NA 1108, transcript: 1975
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00937, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00937: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Three men with pick poles standing on boom.
Bateau with three men to left. Webb River, Maine, circa
1901.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00938, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00938: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: One man standing on boom, pushing hard with
pick pole. Bateau to left. Webb River, Maine, circa 1901.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00939, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00939: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Two men in bateau with pulpwood picked out of
river. Boom in foreground. Webb River, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00940, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00940: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Headworks with capstan and bateau. Man
shaping piece of wood with double-bitted axe. Webb
River, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00941, circa 1901
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Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00941: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Headworks raft with capstan, seven men. Webb
River, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00942, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00942: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Two men repairing an anchor on headworks
raft. Webb River, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00943, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00943: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Headworks raft, capstan, bateaux alongside,
rope hooked to anchor being placed in bateau. Webb
River, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00944, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00944: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Group of men relaxing in a bateau that is being
towed, one man steering in stern. Webb River, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00945, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00945: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Group of men turning the capstan on the
headworks, Webb River, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00946, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00946: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Group of men turning the capstan on the
headworks. Webb River, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00947, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00947: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Group of men turning the capstan on the
headworks. Webb River, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00948, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00948: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1108
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Abstract: Photograph of six men in a 25- to 30-foot long
bateau. Thomas Skofield said, "I always handled stern,
see? There's a boom of logs. There's a boom right back
here. The wind's passing down. We're pushing for shore
as quick as we can. And in case - we got to hitch her onto a
tree...We can't hold her if she's being pushed by the wind."
NA 1108, photograph, p00949, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00949: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Sluice dam at foot of lake, three men and
foreman. Webb River, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00950, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00950: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Sluice way of dam at foot of lake, two men. Webb
River, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00951, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00951: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Landing of logs with mountain in background.
Bowley Stream, Mt. Blue, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00952, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00952: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Landing of logs with mountain in background.
Bowley Stream, Mt. Blue, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00953, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00953: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Small stream choked with logs, one man. Bowley
Stream, Mt. Blue, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00954, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00954: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Small stream full of logs, two men working to
move them along. Webb River area, Maine.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00955, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00955: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1108
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Abstract: Small stream full of logs, two men working to
move them along. Webb River area, Maine.
NA 1108, photograph, p00956, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00956: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Group of men standing in brook and pushing
four footers along with cant dogs. Webb River area.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00957, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00957: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Two men putting in the rear with pickaroons.
Webb River area.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00958, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00958: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Man balancing on a log with a pick pole. Webb
River area.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00959, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00959: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Three men picking the rear off the shore. Webb
River.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00960, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00960: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Man with pick pole picking the rear, another
man with a pole in a tree. Webb River.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00961, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00961: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Man with a pick pole spearing a large fish. Webb
River.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00962, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00962: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Cook and cookee, bright striped apron, tent.
Webb River.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00963, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00963: circa 1901
Audio NA
1108
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Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: The time keeper bringing out lunch with a horse
and buggy. Mel Holland, Webb River.
NA 1108, photograph, p00964, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00964: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Group of men eating lunch. Webb River.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00965, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00965: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Group of men in front of tent, one drinking from
a bucket. Webb River.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00966, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00966: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Four men in bateaux with poles. Webb River.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00967, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00967: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Men in bateaux beside a boom. Webb River.
Audio NA
1108
NA 1108, photograph, p00968, circa 1901
Digital Object: NA 1108, photograph, p00968: circa 1901
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Jam of four footers under an iron bridge. Webb
River.
Audio NA
1108
^ Return to Table of Contents
John Faulkner, Elmer Carter, Myron Foss, Gordon Wilbur Libby, Phillip
Faulkner, Doug Faulkner, and Bill Harvey, interviewed by Joan Brooks
Title/Description Instances
NA 1177, transcript, 1978
Digital Object: NA 1177, transcript: 1978
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1177
NA 1177, audio, part 1, March 9, 1978
Digital Object: NA 1177, audio, part 1: March 9, 1978
Audio NA
1177
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Language of the Material: English.
NA 1177, audio, part 2, March 9, 1978
Digital Object: NA 1177, audio, part 2: March 9, 1978
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1177
^ Return to Table of Contents
Erroll "John" Haley, interviewed by Stephen Richard
Title/Description Instances
NA 1384, transcript, 1980
Digital Object: NA 1384, transcript: 1980
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1384
NA 1384, audio, part 1, June 8, 1980
Digital Object: NA 1384, audio, part 1: June 8, 1980
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1384
NA 1384, audio, part 2, June 8, 1980
Digital Object: NA 1384, audio, part 2: June 8, 1980
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1384
NA 1384, audio, part 3, June 8, 1980
Digital Object: NA 1384, audio, part 3: June 8, 1980
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1384
NA 1384, audio, part 4, July 8, 1980
Digital Object: NA 1384, audio, part 4: July 8, 1980
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1384
NA 1384, audio, part 5, July 8, 1980
Digital Object: NA 1384, audio, part 5: July 8, 1980
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1384
NA 1384, audio, part 6, July 8, 1980
Digital Object: NA 1384, audio, part 6: July 8, 1980
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1384
^ Return to Table of Contents
William Richard, interviewed by Stephen Richard
Title/Description Instances
NA 1387, transcript, 1980
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Digital Object: NA 1387, transcript: 1980
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1387
NA 1387, audio, July 22, 1980
Digital Object: NA 1387, audio: July 22, 1980
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1387
^ Return to Table of Contents
Rodney Richard, Sr., interviewed by Stephen Richard
Title/Description Instances
NA 1388, transcript, 1980
Digital Object: NA 1388, transcript: 1980
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1388
NA 1388, audio, September 1, 1980
Digital Object: NA 1388, audio: September 1, 1980
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1388
^ Return to Table of Contents
Tina Daigle and Ivan Daigle, interviewed by Christina Trefethen
Title/Description Instances
NA 1971, transcript, 1987
Digital Object: NA 1971, transcript: 1987
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1971
NA 1971, audio, part 1, May 8, 1987
Digital Object: NA 1971, audio, part 1: May 8, 1987
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1971
NA 1971, audio, part 2, May 8, 1987
Digital Object: NA 1971, audio, part 2: May 8, 1987
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1971
^ Return to Table of Contents
Gladys Morrison, interviewed by Christina Trefethen
Title/Description Instances
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NA 1972, transcript, 1987
Digital Object: NA 1972, transcript: 1987
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1972
NA 1972, audio, part 1, April 15, 1987
Digital Object: NA 1972, audio, part 1: April 15, 1987
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1972
NA 1972, audio, part 2, April 15, 1987
Digital Object: NA 1972, audio, part 2: April 15, 1987
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1972
^ Return to Table of Contents
Louis Coleman, interviewed by Joseph Coleman
Title/Description Instances
NA 1987, transcript, 1987
Digital Object: NA 1987, transcript: 1987
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1987
NA 1987, audio, part 1, Spring 1987
Digital Object: NA 1987, audio, part 1: Spring 1987
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1987
NA 1987, audio, part 2, Spring 1987
Digital Object: NA 1987, audio, part 2: Spring 1987
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
1987
^ Return to Table of Contents
Morris Wings, presentation before the American Pulpwood Association
Title/Description Instances
NA 2141, text, October 30, 1989
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
2141
NA 2141, transcript, October 30, 1989
Digital Object: NA 2141, transcript: November 19, 1979
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
2141
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Alan Coker, interviewed by Michael P. Chaney
Title/Description Instances
NA 2195, transcript, 1990
Digital Object: NA 2195, transcript: 1990
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, audio, June 8, 1990
Digital Object: NA 2195, audio: June 8, 1990
Language of the Material: English.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04873, 1935-1940
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04873: 1935 - 1940
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: White pine being bucked up with a two man
crosscut saw, thin pine forest in background. Deering
Lumber Co., Saco River valley.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04874, 1925-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04874: 1925 - 1943
Language of the Material: English.
Abstract: Bateaux in river, five men, two oarsmen, two
using paddles to pole. log jam in background, men with
pick poles on logs. Deering Lumber Co., Saco River.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04875, 1935-1940
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04875: 1935 - 1940
Abstract: Men and horses landing long logs on to frozen
lake, two loaded two-sleds. Mountain in distance. Lead
team; Joe and Charlie, teamster; Joe Lacroix; rear team;
Jerry and Ned, teamster; Norman Boothby. Deering
Lumber Co. Lovewell Pond, Fryeburg; Pleasant Mtn.,
Bridgeton in background.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04876, 1935-1940
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04876: 1935 - 1940
Abstract: Two loaded two-sleds coming out of woods.
Horses with brass studded harnesses, teamsters on loads.
Thin forest with birches. Near Lovewell Pond, Fryeburg,
Maine. Lead team, Joe and Charlie; teamster, Joe Lacroix;
rear team, Jerry and Ned; teamster, Norman Boothby.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04877, 1925-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04877: 1925 - 1943
Abstract: Men with pick poles and peaveys working on log
jam, trestle bridge over dam in background, Hiram dam,
Saco River.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04878, 1925-1943
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Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04878: 1925 - 1943
Abstract: Men with pick poles and peaveys clearing a
small jam off rocks in the river, Saco River; Erlon Day, far
left; Merle Cunningham fourth from left.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04879, 1935-1940
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04879: 1935 - 1940
Abstract: Rear view of man on logs in river using a peavey,
Merle Cunningham, Saco River.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04880, 1935-1940
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04880: 1935 - 1940
Abstract: Men yarding long logs, pair of horses in
background, Saco River valley.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04881, 1935-1940
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04881: 1935 - 1940
Abstract: Two men felling a pine with a cross cut saw,
peaveys and axe stuck in snow, Deering Lumber Co.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04882, 1935-1940
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04882: 1935 - 1940
Abstract: Pair of horses with bells on harnesses waiting
while load of long logs is built on two sled, Joe Lacroix in
hat; near horse, Joe; off horse, Charlie.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04883, 1935-1940
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04883: 1935 - 1940
Abstract: Landing long logs on to frozen lake. Two pairs
of horses and loaded two-sleds. Car on ice. Mountain in
distance. Joe Lacroix, pair on left; Norman Boothby, pair
on right; Lovewell Pond, Fryeburg, Pleasant Mountain,
Bridgeton in background.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04884, 1925-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04884: 1925 - 1943
Abstract: Four men picking logs off hang-up with peaveys,
Deering Lumber Co.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04885, 1925-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04885: 1925 - 1943
Abstract: Six men with peaveys working on large log jam,
Hiram dam, Saco River.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04886, 1925-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04886: 1925 - 1943
Audio NA
2195
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Abstract: Men with pick poles and peaveys picking log jam
at base of large with electrical transmission lines.
NA 2195, photograph, p04887, 1925-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04887: 1925 - 1943
Abstract: Sacking the rear; five men in bateaux watching
men pick jam off rocks in river; Saco River.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04888, 1914-1915
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04888: 1914 - 1915
Abstract: Filing room of large sawmill, seven foot band
saws hung overhead. Four men leaning on machinery. J.
G. Deering and Son Sawmill, Biddeford.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04889, 1914
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04889: 1914
Abstract: Crew in sawmill with long logs ready for saw, J.
G. Deering & Son Sawmill, Biddeford.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04890, 1935-1940
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04890: 1935 - 1940
Abstract: Motion camera crew on hung up logs in river.
Four cameras on tripods. more people on shore.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04891, 1925-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04891: 1925 - 1943
Abstract: Long logs landed on frozen lake. Horses with
loaded two-sleds and car in background. mountain in
distance. Lovewell Pond, Fryeburg, Maine.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04892, 1935-1940
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04892: 1935 - 1940
Abstract: Two horses pulling loaded sled with teamster
standing on load. viewed from between two pines. Joe
Lacroix with horses Charlies and Joe. Sanford, Maine.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04893, 1938
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04893: 1938
Abstract: Tractor pulling load of large diameter long logs.
Forest of small white pines in background. Erlon Day.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04894, 1925-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04894: 1925 - 1943
Abstract: Pair of horses skidding logs into yard. Yard being
built in background.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04895, 1925-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04895: 1925 - 1943
Audio NA
2195
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Abstract: Three men picking logs off a hang up on rock in
river, man in middle is Merle Cunningham.
NA 2195, photograph, p04896, 1925-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04896: 1925 - 1943
Abstract: Man with peavey balanced on log in river, Merle
Cunningham.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04897, 1925-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04897: 1925 - 1943
Abstract: Close up view of men picking apart a jam with
peaveys.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04898, 1925-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04898: 1925 - 1943
Abstract: Shirtless man with high boots and wool socks
pushing logs into main stream of river with long peavey.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04899, 1925-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04899: 1925 - 1943
Abstract: A log jam being blasted apart with dynamite,
crew watching from a distance, Saco River.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04900, 1914-1948
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04900: 1914 - 1948
Abstract: View of saw carriage and long logs inside
sawmill, sawyers in position for operation, Deering
Sawmill, Biddeford, Maine.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04901, 1914-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04901: 1914 - 1943
Abstract: View of large sawmill from river, boom and
piers in river. bridge in distance. J. G. Deering Sawmill,
Biddeford, Maine.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04902, 1914-1948
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04902: 1914 - 1948
Abstract: View of large sawmill from across river. Textile
mills in background. J. G. Deering & Son Sawmill from
Saco side of Saco River.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04903, 1914-1948
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04903: 1914 - 1948
Abstract: View of large sawmill from across river. Textile
mills in background. J. G. Deering & Son Sawmill from
Saco side of Saco River.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04904, 1914-1948
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04904: 1914 - 1948
Audio NA
2195
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Abstract: View of large sawmill showing log slip, grading
platform, and hoist assembly, Deering Sawmill, Biddeford,
Maine.
NA 2195, photograph, p04905, 1914-1945
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04905: 1930 - 1945
Abstract: Front of large sawmill, pile of waste, wood for
steam boilers. automobiles. two men in suits. Deering
Sawmill, Biddeford, Maine.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04906, 1914-1930
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04906: 1914 - 1930
Abstract: Pair of horses with wagon loaded with boards,
stacks of boards and warehouse in background, Deering
Sawmill, Biddeford, Maine.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04907, 1890-1920
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04907: 1890 - 1920
Abstract: Nine river drivers leaning on peaveys and pick
poles posing on logs. Old sawmill, small dam, and farm
house in background.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p04908, 1980
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p04908: 1980
Abstract: Elderly man in striped jacket seated in study,
Joseph G. Deering, 85, Biddeford Pool.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p05024, 1936-1937
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p05024: 1936 - 1937
Abstract: Two men in river drivers clothing with hound
dog, Ed Burrill and Hal Richardson.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p05025, 1935-1940
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p05025: 1935 - 1940
Abstract: Three men with pick poles on logs in river, Ray
Burrill, Stanley Harnett, and Harold Burrill.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p05026, 1939
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p05026: 1939
Abstract: Four men posed for camera, three with peaveys,
Edward E. Burrill, Fred Hubert, Merle Cunningham,
Stanley Harnett.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p05029, 1890-1920
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p05029: 1890 - 1920
Abstract: Man with axe over shoulder in front of felled
tree, Asa Cunningham, Stillwater, Maine.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p05030, 1920-1943
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p05030: 1920 - 1943
Audio NA
2195
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Abstract: Nine men in work clothes leaning on railing of
trestle bridge, Ken Smith, Lawrence Cousins, Ken Blaney,
Stanley Harnett, Ralph Bean, Babe Day, Hal Richards, Sam
Taylor, Ed Chisholm; Cornish, Maine.
NA 2195, photograph, p05031, 1920-1945
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p05031: 1920 - 1945
Abstract: Man felling large pine with axe, John Marshall.
Audio NA
2195
NA 2195, photograph, p05032, 1915-1930
Digital Object: NA 2195, photograph, p05032: 1915 - 1930
Abstract: Early truck hauling load of finished lumber.
Audio NA
2195
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Student paper, by Joseph Black
Title/Description Instances
NA 2225, manuscript, April 12, 1988
Digital Object: NA 2225, manuscript: April 12, 1988
Language of the Material: English.
Text NA
2225
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